
Clash of Kings

**About Clash of Kings**

Clash of Kings is one of the most popular online fighting games for smartphones and tablets. In

this strategy game players have to build their own kingdom and protect it in numerous battles

from enemy troops. 

In Clash of Kings you have to build your own kingdom and protect it from enemy troops. Equip

your army with strong weapons, think of a good strategy and fight against your enemies. In order

to protect your kingdom even better, you can also use dragons or form strategic alliances with

other rulers. You also have to collect sufficient resources to protect your kingdom and attack other

rulers. Conquer the three brand new civilizations and reach a good result on the Popularity ranking

with a good strategy.  

**Clash of Kings – features:** 

-	Build your own kingdom: In Clash of Kings you have to build your own kingdom and protect it

from enemy troops. In order to defend your city and attack the enemy ruler best possible, you have

to equip your army with strong weapons, collect resources and act strategically well. You can also

use dragons in battles which can support you even more effectively. Make war on your enemies

and proof that you have what it takes to become the ruler of the whole territory. 

-	Ally: In order that you can defend your kingdom even better and attack your enemies even more

effectively, you can form alliances with other rulers and lords in Clash of Kings. The alliances

support you reliably in your battles. 

-	Popularity rankings: You have to have a good war strategy to reach a good result on the

popularity ranking. Conquer new cities like the three brand new civilizations Dragonborn, Viking

and Yamato. 

-	Real time battles: Clash of Kings impresses with its exciting game play. Clash of Kings is a PVP

multiplayer game which means that you can compete against players from all over the world in

real time battles. Proof your skills and your good tactic and defeat thousands of players

worldwide. 

Conclusion: Clash of Kings is an exciting online fighting game where especially a good strategy is

most important. In order to defend your kingdom against enemy troops, you have to assembly

your troops wisely, equip them with strong weapons and form strategic alliances with other rulers.

If you want to reach a good result on the popularity ranking you have to think of a good strategy.

Compete against players from all over the world and lead your kingdom to the top. 


